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INTRODUCTION:  

 

 HOLYSCIENTIFIC is one of the leading 

science equipment manufacturer & exporter of science 

equipments, science instruments, lab equipments, lab 

instruments, testing equipments, testing instruments, 

like Digital bio-safety cabinet, vertical & horizontal 

laminar air flow cooling & heating instruments like 

ultra low temperature deep freezers, BOD incubators, 

hot air oven, muffle furnace, microscope, fume hood 

environmental test chamber, water distillation plant, 

SDI kit, ocean grapy meter, water testing kit, PH meter, 

soil samplers & all types of laboratory & science 

instruments. 

 This laboratory & scientific instruments used for 

laboratory sterilization, clean room, microbiology, 

pathology, bio technology, pharmaceuticals, seed & 

soil testing,  metallurgical, food processing, customized 

instruments 
 

     

THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION OF LAB INSTRUMENTS 

 
LAB INSTRUMENTS 
 
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 
 
LAB EQUIPMENTS 
 
SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENTS 
 
TESTING KITS 
 
SCIENTIFIC KITS 
 
LABORATORY GLASS WARES 
 
LABORATORY PLASTICWARES 
 
LABORATORY CHEMICALS 
 
 

 

 

BETTER TECHNOLOGY & BEST QUOLITY       

WITH FAST SERVICE 
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Hot air oven 
 

SCOPE:- 

The  RASAYAN  HOT AIR OVEN has been 

designed to dry samples/glass wares or to perform dry 

heat sterilization in a laboratory. Lab Hot Air Oven are 

suitable for various applications in the fields of 

agricultural, medical and industrial researches for 

heating, drying, sterilizing and baking in laboratories, 

hospitals and industries. 

CONSTRUCTION:- 

The inner chamber of the Hot Air Oven is made 

of stainless steel and outside body is made of MS, duly 

painted/powder coated. A gap of 75 mm. filled with 

good quality of insulated material in between the inner 

and outer chamber has been kept to prevent loss of 

temperature due to environmental condition. Perforated 

shelves, made of S.S. have been provided to get the 

temperature uniformity in all around the chamber and to 

place the sample on it. Heating element of 2000 watt 

(wattage may vary depending upon the size/volume of 

the ovens) has been fitted in all the three sides to heat 

the inner chamber uniformly. Blower (if opted), fitted 

with best quality heavy motor has been provided to 

circulate the inside air to make the inside environment 

uniform and also to provide forced dry air to the 

samples to get dry sooner and uniformly. Exhaust holes 

have also been provided at the sides of the incubator to 

release the pressure due to hot air.  

 

USEFUL FOR BIOMEDICAL, PATHOLOGY,  MICROBIOLOGY, 

PHARMACEUTICALS, FOOD PROCESSING ETC. 
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•RELIABLE  

 

•VERSATILE USEAGE. 

 

•MICRO-PROCESSOR BASED 

CONTROLLERS 

 

•AESTHETICALLY DESIGNED  

 

•ENERGY EFFICIENT 
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•Precise control of 

environmental 
parameters 

 
•Corrosion resistant 

interior & exteriors 

 
•Sturdy construction 

 
•Low maintenance. 
 

 

 

BETTER TECHNOLOGY & BEST 

QUOLITY WITH QUICK SERVICE 
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BETTER TECHNOLOGY & BEST QUOLITY WITH QUICK SERVICE 

 

     These holes may also be used to calibrate/validate the 

incubators. Temperature inside the chamber is controlled 

precisely with the help of a thermostat/microprocessor based 

Digital Temperature Controller cum Indicator, which is provided 

on the panel and its temperature probe (PT –100) is placed inside 

the chamber to view the temperature inside the chamber. In 

thermostatic model, temperature inside the chamber is monitored 

with the help of “L” shaped glass thermometer. 

Features: 

Shelves: - S.S made shelves (as per model)                                            

Heating elements: - NICROM wire type or fins type heater (as per 

model.)  

Temperature deviation: - + 1c (set temperature) (+ 5 c for 

thermostatic model) 

Temperature uniformity: - 2 c (for the range less than 150 c) (5 c 

for the range above 150 c )all around the Chamber. 

Power supply: - 230V + 10 % AC 50 Hz 

Instruction manual to be provided for easy operating & 

maintenance. 

Temperature range:-+5
0
C from ambient to 250

0
C  

Temperature sensitivity: - + 1
0
C or better. 

Temperature Control: By digital Dual display Temperature 

controller with PT 100 sensor 
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AVAILABLE IN DIFFERENT WORKING SIZES:  

 

1. 12”x12”x12” 

2. 14”x14”x14” 

3. 18”x18”x18” 

4. 24”x24”x24” 

5. 24”x24”x36’ 

OTHER SIZES MAY ALSO BE AVAILABLE AS PER USER’S REQUIRMENTS.  
OPTIONAL 

Microprocessor based PID temperature controller with PT 100 type sensor with solid state relay for 

over current protection :3,200/- extra. 

PPI make digital PID controller come indicator 4000/- extra. 

ISI marked motorized blower. 

 
Images shown in the catalog is for reference only due to the continue up gradation original unit may be differ from it.  

RASAYAN reserve all the rights to change the specification & feature without any notice 
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